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China's four decades of rural-to-urban labor migration has created 36 million migrant youth, who encounter
more adversity than their urban peers due to educational and socioeconomic exclusion. This study focuses on the
psychological resilience of these migrant youth since it indicates the ability or success to cope with adversity. We
examine psychological resilience indicators based on migrant youth language patterns extracted in a multidisciplinary way. Our research questions are: whether Chinese migrant youths' language patterns indicate their
resilience-related characteristics, and how effectively can three language analysis approaches (user-defined
dictionary, feature extraction, and word co-occurrence) identify these indicators, which may be further applied
as machine learning features for psychological resilience level estimation. Students in a middle school for migrant youth in Shenzhen, China were recruited as initial participants, and their resilience levels were rated by the
Chinese version of Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale. These youth then wrote one week of diary entries. The
high- (n = 37) and low-resilience (n = 45) participants' writings were analyzed through the three language
analysis approaches. The results suggest that Chinese migrant youth in this study present distinctive language
patterns that closely relate to resilience indicators (positive emotion, self-efficacy, self-esteem, and positive affect), which can be further employed in differentiating resilience level (high vs. low) as machine learning features with satisfactory prediction accuracy. Our findings suggest a new interdisciplinary approach for effective
psychological resilience identification among migrant youth in China and other high-risk youth populations.

1. Introduction
Resilience is a complex construct that may be considered an ecological or developmental phenomenon (Masten, 2019). The meaning of
resilience depends on specific agents, such as individuals, families, and
organizations (Southwick, Bonanno, Masten, Panter-Brick, & Yehuda,
2014). For individuals, psychological resilience has long been discussed
for its importance to maintaining or recovering normal functioning in
the wake of adversity. A series of definitions of psychological resilience
have been proposed in literature; most definitions highlight positive
adaptation in the face of adversity (Fletcher & Sarkar, 2013). Resilience
could refer to a process that involves positive or successful adaptation
to significant adversity (Leipold & Greve, 2009; Luthar, Cicchetti, &
Becker, 2000). It may also be considered a trait, the combination of
individual characteristics that allow people to adapt to adverse situations (Connor & Davidson, 2003). Resilience is essential to well-being

(Smith, Tooley, Christopher, & Kay, 2010), especially for children and
youth whose adverse experiences can negatively impact their adult
lives, and even their offspring (Metzler, Merrick, Klevens, Ports, & Ford,
2017).
With China's rapid urbanization over the past few decades, 288
million workers and 35.81 million children have relocated from their
rural homes to cities (All-China Women's Federation, 2013; National
Bureau of Statistics of China, 2019), which represents the largest population migration in modern history (UNICEF, 2018). While the
massive number of rural migrant children account for 13% of all children in China, this population is continually growing in a fast rate.
Between 2000 and 2005, migrant children in China increased by 28%
(5.5 million); between 2005 and 2010, they increased by 41% (10.5
million) (All-China Women's Federation, 2013).
Regarded as temporary residents by local governments, these migrant children face various life challenges, including scarce access to
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public education, socioeconomic marginalization, and discrimination.
Consequently, migrant youth have substantially higher emotional and
behavioral problems than their urban peers, such as depression (Liu
et al., 2017), social anxieties, conduct problems, and loneliness (Lu,
Rios, & Huang, 2018). Moreover, China's long-standing rural-urban
dual system and its migration-related policy are likely to persist for a
long period of urbanization, so are the issues of migrant children (AllChina Women's Federation, 2013). Given that migrant children are facing significant adversity and may continue to experience challenging
environments, resilience is of great importance to their healthy development, and research on Chinese youth resilience is imperative (Mu &
Hu, 2016; Ye et al., 2016).
Psychological resilience can be decoded by language patterns,
which are often used to make inferences about psychological dimensions of the human mind (Harley, 2014). Although language patterns
have been widely used in psychological analyses, few of them focus on
youth resilience, especially in non-western contexts. Also, although
various traditional language analysis approaches have been used to
extract language patterns, there is a lack of combining these approaches
with more advanced methods, such as NLP (natural language processing) techniques in the field of computer science. In this study, we use
computer science techniques as well as traditional language analysis
methods to examine whether Chinese migrant youth of two distinct
resilience-level groups (high vs. low) experience and interpret their
daily lives differently. For instance, whether they express different
emotions, pay attention to different things, or discuss different topics?
From an interdisciplinary perspective, we aim to connect the important
psychology concept, resilience, with nascent language analysis approaches. In the following section we review the concept of resilience,
introduce language-based psychological research, and describe the
language analysis approaches we adopted.

psychological resilience. Being a multi-faceted construct (Gu & Day,
2007; Oswald, Johnson, & Howard, 2003), resilience can be difficult to
measure directly and estimate accurately even when controlling for
possible confounds.
1.2. Language-based psychological research
Individuals' psychological characteristics are mirrored by their
language, as translating experiences into language involves cognitive,
emotional, cultural, and linguistic processes (Tausczik & Pennebaker,
2010). For example, earlier research showed that extroverts used more
positive emotional words, whereas introverts tended to use linguistically negative words (Pennebaker & King, 1999). A study of 94 Canadian college students showed that word use patterns were associated
with the Big Five personality traits: extraversion, neuroticism, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness to experience. Among these
traits, extraversion was related to words about family and social processes; neuroticism was correlated with negative emotion, anger, anxiety, and sad words; and conscientiousness linked to achievement- and
work-related words (Hirsh & Peterson, 2009).
Another study of 694 English blogs found that online self-expressions also exhibited personalities through linguistic categories and
word use. For example, sexual and love-related words, such as “love”
and “hug,” positively correlated with agreeableness; negative emotion
words, such as “awful” and “lazy,” positively correlated with neuroticism (Yarkoni, 2010). An analysis of Facebook messages collected from
75,000 volunteers also found noticeable language variations in gender,
age, and personality. For instance, neurotic people disproportionately
used the words “sick of” and “depressed” (Schwartz et al., 2013).
Language also reflects mental health status. Language signals in
social media could yield insights into mental health disorders
(Coppersmith, Dredze, & Harman, 2014). For instance, using firstperson pronouns was found to relate to depression (Rude, Gortner, &
Pennebaker, 2004); frequently changing use of certain words in writing
also corresponded to increase in depression and suicidal ideation
(Baddeley, Daniel, & Pennebaker, 2011; Handelman & Lester, 2007).
Linguistic style changes on Twitter was considered a useful indicator of
postpartum depression (De Choudhury, Counts, Horvitz, & Hoff, 2014).
Compared with healthy people, those with anorexia nervosa used significantly fewer positive affect words (Davies, Swan, Schmidt, &
Tchanturia, 2012).

1.1. Concept of resilience
The concept of resilience involves two aspects: an adaptive process
against adversity, and a combination of adaptive characteristics such as
positive emotions (Fletcher & Sarkar, 2013; Tugade & Fredrickson,
2004), self-efficacy (Gu & Day, 2007), self-esteem (Kidd & Shahar,
2008), and positive affect (Zautra, Johnson, & Davis, 2005). For instance, the theory of positive emotions (Fredrickson, 2001) suggests
that resilient people use positive emotions to bounce back from, and
discover meaning in, stressful times or other negative circumstances;
experiences of positive emotions not only guide coping behaviors in
negative situations, they also prompt people to undertake more positive
actions (Tugade & Fredrickson, 2004). Self-efficacy is also a key characteristic of resilience. Studies showed that self-efficacy facilitates resilience by activating positive behavioral or motivational mechanisms
in adversity (Schwartz & Warner, 2013), and students' academic selfefficacy predicts academic resilience (Cassidy, 2015). Moreover, a study
(Kidd & Shahar, 2008) on North American homeless youth examined
interactions between resilience and risks and highlighted self-esteem as
a major protective factor; youth workers' narratives also emphasized
the importance of enhancing youth self-esteem in working with this
group (Kidd, Miner, Walker, & Davidson, 2007). In addition, positive
affect might be an influential resilience factor that make experiences of
pain fluctuations less distressful for patients with rheumatoid arthritis
(Strand et al., 2006). Therefore, an integrated concept of resilience is
proposed as the interactive influence of psychological characteristics
when encountering stress factors (Fletcher & Sarkar, 2012).
Theoretical explanations of resilience are often associated with
other psychological constructs (Fletcher & Sarkar, 2013). For instance,
resilience may be influenced by environment, including education,
economic opportunity, poverty, and person-environment interaction
(Jenson & Fraser, 2015); it may also relate to biological and brain
functions such as cognition, neuroendocrine and immune functions,
and genetics (Curtis & Cicchetti, 2003). In this study, we focus on

1.3. Language analysis approaches
Three major language analysis approaches can be used to infer individual characteristics in language: user-defined dictionaries, feature
extraction, and word co-occurrence (Iliev, Dehghani, & Sagi, 2015). These
approaches can be classified into lexical-based (e.g., user-defined dictionaries) and machine learning-based (e.g., feature extraction, word cooccurrence; Ribeiro, Araújo, Gonçalves, André Gonçalves, &
Benevenuto, 2016).
Early psychological language analyses in the 1970s generally resorted to the simple lexical-based approach: mapping texts to psychologically meaningful categories based on user-defined dictionaries. For
instance, texts with higher word counts in the “negative emotion” category normally indicate more negative elements in their authors.
There are multiple automatic text mapping tools that can help represent
a text with word frequencies in pre-defined categories. A widely-used
one is Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Tausczik & Pennebaker,
2010). It can extract affective, cognitive, and other linguistic information from texts to explore words' psychological meaning. Similarly, the
Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) Subjectivity Cues Lexicon
(Wilson, Wiebe, & Hoffmann, 2009) was created from nearly 10,000
lemmas that contain 2718 positive and 4912 negative words, each of
which was annotated for intensity as either strong or weak; for example, a strong positive word might be annotated as 0.9 (with 1 as the
2
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maximum value).
The second language analysis approach, feature extraction, means to
use computer science algorithms to determine language features that
best predict variables of interest, which are usually embodied in keywords extracted from original texts. A main keyword extraction algorithm is Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF; Zhang,
Yoshida, & Tang, 2011), which filters insignificant words from documents. Term Frequency (TF) refers to the number of times that a word
appears in a document, which to a certain extent indicates the importance of this word. For instance, when the word “apple” appears 10
times in a document and “pear” appears once, “apple” is probably more
important than “pear.”
However, term frequency is not the definite indicator of importance.
Sometimes a rare word is more informative when it exclusively appears
in one document. Examples of frequently occurring yet irrelevant words
that are common across documents include “the,” “of,” and “and.”
Thus, Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) describes the exclusivity of a
word. The product of TF and IDF (i.e., TF × IDF) increases with the
frequency of a word's occurrence within a document and the rarity of
the word in all documents, which overcomes the shortcoming of userdefined dictionaries by capturing more individual uniqueness in large
text samples.
The third approach, word co-occurrence, analyzes relations among
words. This approach involves using more advanced computer sciencedriven language processing techniques to discover language patterns,
which can be reduced to lower independent dimensions (for more details see Chen & Wojcik, 2016; Kosinski, Wang, Lakkaraju, & Leskovec,
2016). Moving beyond counting word frequencies or extracting keywords, this approach is increasingly used in psychology research.
An example is Natural Language Processing (NLP), an artificial intelligence method for computers to find hidden information in human
language texts (e.g. semantic orientations) and to produce a structured
representation of that information for further inference (Cambria &
White, 2014). A classical NLP analysis is Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA), which maps texts to a latent semantic space and analyzes word
relations in order to perform automatic indexing (i.e., Latent Semantic
Indexing, LSI) and retrieve information (Hofmann, 2017). With tools
such as Gensim, LSI can efficiently process unstructured raw text corpus
as a structured semantic space, where the similarity among texts can be
calculated by their distances. In doing so, texts are analyzed as a whole
instead of being compared by individual words, which addresses the
limitation of approaches such as “TF-IDF.”
In summary, resilience can be viewed as adaptation influenced by a
constellation of psychological characteristics (Connor & Davidson,
2003; Fletcher & Sarkar, 2013), which are often reflected by language
patterns that can be analyzed with multidisciplinary language analysis
approaches. Thus, it is rational and feasible to use these approaches to
reveal language patterns of migrant youth with divergent resilience
levels. There has already been evidence of strong correlations between
language and resilience-related psychological characteristics. For instance, words that belong to LIWC categories, such as “Leisure,”
“Achievement,” “Time,” and “Home,” were found positively associated
with self-efficacy, whereas those in the categories of “Anxiety” were
positively correlated with vulnerability (Yarkoni, 2010).

outcomes that highlight factors typical for main-stream populations and
adopt their definitions of healthy functioning. However, a dearth of
research discussed resilience in non-English-speaking populations and
non-western cultures (Ungar, 2008). While recent research increasingly
discusses resilience from a global perspective (Masten, 2014), few discussions have focused on family migration context amidst urbanization.
Given the massive number of migrant youth in China and the significant
adversities faced by them, it is important to examine resilience in this
population to inform early intervention.
Filling this gap, our research aims to answer: 1) whether and how
Chinese migrant youth's language patterns indicate their resilience levels; 2) how effectively can computer science-driven language analysis
approaches (e.g. NLP techniques), compared with traditional language
analysis approaches, identify these indicators, and whether machine
learning models can use these indicators to further estimate resilience
levels, which can be useful for early identification and intervention (a
brief explanation of machine learning models is provided in our supplementary materials). This study extends prior research by examining
resilience and its relevant factors through multidisciplinary language
analyses in a non-English-language context. We also propose a machine
learning-driven resilience estimation method to complement traditional
psychometric scales and may be used for early intervention. We hypothesize that:
H1. Chinese migrant youth with divergent resilience levels (i.e., highand low-resilience) present significantly different writing language
patterns, extracted by the above-mentioned three language analysis
approaches; specifically, high-resilient group's language patterns
manifest more resilience-related characteristics (e.g., positive
emotions, self-efficacy, self-esteem and positive affect), whereas lowresilient group's language patterns are comparatively negative.
H2. Compared with traditional language analysis approaches (e.g.,
user-defined dictionaries), computer science-driven language analysis
approaches such as NLP techniques can identify significant latent
language patterns more effectively, based on which machine learning
models can classify the dichotomous resilience levels (i.e., estimate
high vs. low) with satisfactory accuracy.
2. Method
2.1. Participants
To identify language patterns of divergent resilience levels, we
needed two groups of participants to be either very resilient or frail in
similar environments, so that we could attain resilience distinction
while controlling for possible confounding factors; hence, we recruited
children who migrated with their parents from rural areas to Shenzhen,
the Chinese city with the largest proportion of migrants (67.7% of city
population, News, 2017). This study was approved by XX University
ethical review board (blinded for peer review).
A total of 355 students of a middle school in Shenzhen were invited
to complete the Chinese version of the Connor-Davidson Resilience
Scale (Connor & Davidson, 2003), a 25-item measurement that has been
validated among Chinese populations (Yu & Zhang, 2007). It measures
aspects such as “able to adapt to change” and “can deal with whatever
comes.” Participants rate their feelings about these items in the past
month on a scale of 0 (not true at all) to 4 (true nearly all the time); higher
sum scores indicate more resilient to adversity. A Cronbach's α of 0.862
indicated this scale's high reliability in this study. A total of 331 participants (age: M = 14.132, SD = 1.409; 48% girls) completed the test
(M = 56.3, SD = 13.6).
The students were then invited to write diaries about their daily
emotions, events, and thoughts for one week (Dec 22–28, 2016). All
writings of each student during this week were considered as one
weekly report or a “weekly diary.” We chose this task because writings

1.4. Research goal and hypotheses
Recent research suggests that innovative computer science-based
language analysis approaches can unlock new ways of understanding
human psychology (Boyd & Pennebaker, 2017; Escudero, González,
Gutiérrez, & Rodero, 2017). However, few studies have adopted this
interdisciplinary method to explore resilience of at-risk youth such as
migrant children in China. Moreover, researchers have called for culturally embedded understanding of youth resilience, which means to
look at resilience with cultural- and context-specific factors. For instance, resilience research has focused more on western culture-based
3
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often expose unobservable beliefs, attitudes, and feelings that are closely related to resilience. For instance, a previous study found that
detailed description of daily activities, feelings, companions, and places
correlated with happiness (Schwarz, Kahneman, & Xu, 2009). Compared with standard questionnaires, open-ended diary writing can also
be more reflective (Walker & Frimer, 2007). To protect confidentiality,
each participant was assigned an ID number instead of their real names.
A total of 302 diaries were collected, with an average of 368 Chinese
characters per diary (approximately 300 English words). Based on the
normal distribution of their resilience scores, we then categorized youth
who scored one standard deviation below the mean (score = 42 or
below) as the low-resilience group (n = 51); those who scored one
standard deviation above the mean (score = 69 or above) were categorized as the high-resilience group (n = 56). We chose this grouping
approach (i.e. one standard deviation) to balance resilience distinction
and sample size in the final analysis.
Thirty-seven youth in the low-resilience group (age: M = 14.405,
SD = 1.384; 51% girls; diary length: M = 362.865 Chinese characters,
SD = 172.832 Chinese characters) and 45 youth in the high-resilience
group (age: M = 14.333, SD = 1.350; 53% girls; diary length:
M = 373.067 Chinese characters, SD = 189.254 Chinese characters)
completed their diaries. The distribution of diary lengths of both groups
was left-skewed. This constituted our final sample for text analysis
(n = 82 diaries). Analyzing the low- and high-resilience groups allows
for language patterns that are divergent enough for comparison.

and polarity calculation) to make direct, numeric comparisons. Third,
utilizing the word-occurrence approach, we numerically calculated the
82 texts' similarities with a positive affect word vector and a negative
affect word vector (similarity comparison).
Lastly, we generated text features with language patterns identified
in the previous three steps, including word frequency and text similarity, and input them in machine learning models to predict participants' resilience levels (resilience level estimation). The language patterns used for feature modeling are described in Section 2.2.4.
2.2.1. Category mapping
Using TextMind, a psychological analysis system for Chinese language patterns and psychological categories (Gao, Hao, Li, Gao, & Zhu,
2013), we mapped the 82 texts into pre-defined psychologically
meaningful categories (a list of all categories is presented in the supplementary material), such as “positive emotion,” “negative emotion,”
“time,” and “achieve,” which we conjecture might serve as resilience
indicators. These categories presented our participants' overall language pattern. In addition, Welch's t-tests were performed to assess
whether the low- and high-resilience participants differed significantly
in their language patterns (each text's word counts in these categories
were divided by its total number of words). Non-parametric tests
(Mann-Whitney) were performed if word counts in some categories
were not normally distributed.
2.2.2. Keyword extraction and polarity calculation
Semantic orientations vary by two elements: polarity direction
(positive or negative) and degree (mild or strong), both of which were
included in our analysis. This step examines whether and to what extent
the keywords and their semantic polarities differed by the resilience
levels. This helps us identify possible resilience-related factors.

2.2. Procedure
As shown in Fig. 1, our analyses involved four steps. First, based on
the user-defined dictionaries approach, the texts (diaries) were mapped
to a series of psychologically meaningful lexical categories (category
mapping). Second, employing the feature extraction approach, we extracted the low-resilience and high-resilience groups' representative
keywords to assess whether they differed semantically, and we calculated a positivity score for each of these keywords (keyword extraction

2.2.2.1. Keyword extraction. First, we used the Python Chinese word
segmentation module, Jieba, to separate all the words. Each text turned
into segmented words instead of a string of characters. For example,

Fig. 1. Data analysis process.
Note. Six data analysis tools used in this research are colored blue and in italics: TextMind, HowNet dictionary, and NTUSD (National Taiwan University Sentiment
Dictionary) were used for category mapping; NLTK (Natural Language ToolKit) for keyword extraction and positivity score calculation; Gensim for comparing the
low- and high-resilience groups' similarities with the negative and positive word vectors in LSI space. Scikit-Learn was used for feature selection and machine learning
model training for resilience level estimation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
4
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“school is a beautiful place” (学校是一个美丽的地方) was broken into
“school, is, a, beautiful, place” (学校, 是, 一个, 美丽的, 地方).
Using TF-IDF algorithms, we then calculated numerical statistics
that reflected how important and representative a word was to a diary.
We used TfidfVectorizer provided by sklearn, a machine learning
package, to execute the TF-IDF algorithm by converting raw texts to a
matrix. After this step, the corpus was transformed into a 2 (rows,
which denote the low- and high-resilience groups) × 2971 (columns,
which denote the number of unique words in the corpus) TF-IDFweighted text-term matrix. These terms (i.e., unique words) were organized by their TF-IDF weights in descending order; higher weights
indicate greater representativeness. Next, we selected words with TFIDF weights above 0.09 as keywords. The threshold 0.09 was set after
several trials to guarantee a balance of keyword quality and quantity
between the low- and high-resilience groups.

2.2.4. Resilience level estimation
In addition to TextMind, we added two more user-defined dictionaries (HowNet and NTUSD) to make the category mapping more comprehensive, and created 12 psychologically meaningful features for the
diaries. Two features were generated by TextMind: “positive emotion”
and “time.” Six features were generated from the HowNet Dictionary
(Dong & Dong, 2003): “level,” “proposition,” “negative emotion,”
“negative judgment,” “positive emotion,” and “positive judgment.”
Another two features were generated from the National Taiwan University Sentiment Dictionary (NTUSD; Ku, Liang, & Chen, 2006): “negative” and “positive.” Finally, in addition to these 10 traditional category-mapping features, we generated two NLP features:
“similarity_neg” (diaries' similarity with the negative word vector) and
“similarity_pos” (diaries' similarity with the positive word vector).
Our data were stored as an 82 (rows) × 12 (columns) matrix, where
each row represented a diary and each column represented a feature.
These feature values were standardized to ensure estimation performance. We did not include the keywords because they were extracted
on group level thus not suitable for feature constitution. Each diary's 12
features were paired with their corresponding label (“high-resilience”
or “low-resilience”). Based on these data, we then trained five classic
machine learning models to predict the resilience levels.
In brief, we used the three multidisciplinary language analysis approaches to identify distinct language patterns that might reflect hypothesized resilience-related characteristics, and constructed 12 features based on these patterns. It is also worth mentioning that although
some of the 12 features were similar (e.g. the feature “positive emotion”
extracted based on TextMind and the feature “positive emotion” based
on HowNet), their corresponding words in the original mapping dictionaries were different. We kept all of them to attain a more comprehensive feature set and used Feature Importance Ranking (FIR) index
as feature evaluation principle to achieve feature optimization (i.e.
ideally features should be orthogonal and FIR can help us select important features that have higher exclusivity); higher FIR scores represent higher importance of the features (Zien, Krämer, Sonnenburg, &
Rätsch, 2009; see supplementary materials for details), which means
better performance in label differentiation.

2.2.2.2. Polarity calculation. After extracting the keywords, we labeled
each keyword with a polarity score. In this research, the maximum
polarity score was set as 1 and minimum as 0. Higher scores indicated
greater positivity; those scored below 0.5 were regarded as negative.
Determining this cut-off value was tricky because a word's positivity/
negativity is often subjective. In this study, we used the Random-Walk
algorithm (Esuli & Sebastiani, 2007) to objectively quantify keyword
polarity (details about the random-walk model are described in our
supplementary materials).
2.2.3. Similarity comparison
Similarity, which used to rely on human judgment, can now be
evaluated by mathematical methods (Campbell & Pennebaker, 2003).
In this study, we used Gensim (a Python library that implements algorithms for statistical analysis and obtains empirical insights from texts)
to calculate the semantic similarities by creating an LSI space where
each of the diaries was represented by a point.
2.2.3.1. Creating an LSI space. First, we segmented each sentence in the
diaries and removed stop words (words without important content for
the analysis, such as articles and conjunctions). After that, 3466 unique
words were located and each was assigned a unique integer ID. We
counted the number of occurrences of each word in a diary and
generated a sparse vector. For example, if a diary only contained two
words, then it might be transformed into [(3,1), (15,2)] that reads: in
this diary, the ID No.3 word appeared once, the ID No.15 word
appeared twice, the other 3464 words did not appear and were
therefore omitted. Thus, each diary was represented by a 3466dimension sparse vector. We then generated 82 new vectors, where
word occurrence counts were replaced by TF-IDF weights, such as [(3,
0.06), (15, 0.17)]. As mentioned earlier, compared with occurrence
counts, TF-IDF values can better represent a diary with word “eliteness”
rather than frequency (Zhang et al., 2011).

3. Results
3.1. Category mapping
The high- (M = 9.222, SD = 5.176) and low-resilience (M = 6.351,
SD = 4.068) participants' language patterns were significantly different
in the category of “positive emotion” (statistic of Shapiro-Wilk
test = 0.965, p = .200 for the high-resilience group; 0.962, 0.240 for
the low-resilience group, t = −2.777, p = .007, Cohen's d = −0.602,
95% CI = [−4.928, −0.813]). Consistent with our first hypothesis,
high-resilient participants' language patterns manifested more positive
emotions, which may link to higher resilience.
The Mann-Whitney test also indicated that the word counts in
“time” category was higher for high- (Mdn = 15) than low- (Mdn = 11)
resilience group (U = 568, p = .007). The high-resilient participants
used significantly more time-related words (e.g., “time,” “today,” “beginning,” “morning,” “afternoon”) in their diaries.
In addition, low- and high-resilience participants differed in their
use of pronouns and affect, and work-related words. While a previous
study suggested that individuals who used pronouns more flexibly in
writing had better physical health outcomes (Campbell & Pennebaker,
2003), we found that low-resilience participants used more pronouns
(“I,” “you,” “she,” “he,” “they”) than did the high-resilience. In contrast,
high-resilience participants used words of work, leisure, and achievements more frequently.

2.2.3.2. Similarities with positive/negative word vectors. After the
transformation, cosine similarities (distances in the LSI space)
between each of the 82 diaries and the two word vectors that
represented semantically extreme negative or positive affect in the
LSI space were determined within a range between −1 (extremely
different) and 1 (exactly the same). The negative affect word vector
comprised “grievance” (委屈), “bullying” (欺负), “curse” (骂), “sadness”
(难过), “fury” (气愤), and “grief” (伤心); the positive affect word vector
included “happiness” (快乐), “felicity” (幸福), “good” (好), “joy” (开心),
“beautiful” (美好), and “enjoy” (喜欢). We chose these words based on
WordNet-Affect (Strapparava & Valitutti, 2004) synsets and their
semantic polarity was calculated by SentiWordNet (Baccianella, Esuli,
& Sebastiani, 2010). Many Chinese words grammatically can be used as
either noun or adjective, which were therefore considered the same in
our analysis.
5
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Table 1
Keywords with TF-IDF weights and polarity scores.
Low-resilience group

High-resilience group

Keyword

Translation

TF-IDF Weight

Polarity Score

Keyword

Translation

TF-IDF Weight

Polarity Score

老师
没有
他们
同学
自己
她们
因为
感觉
开心
所以
喜欢
垃圾
不能
大家
朋友
你们
心情
讨厌
爸爸
父母
妈妈
叛逆
伤心
吵架
快乐
无聊
生气
迷茫
失误
悲伤
沉默
安静
忘记
问题
失去
成功
消磨
虚伪
失落

Teacher
Not have
They
Classmate
Self
They (female)
Because
Sensation
Joy
Therefore
Like
Trash
Cannot
Everybody
Friend
You (plural)
Mood
Hate
Dad
Parents
Mom
Rebellion
Sadness
Quarrel
Happiness
Boring
Anger
Confusion
Fault
Sorrow
Silence
Quietness
Forget
Problem
Lose
Success
Wear down
Hypocrisy
Lost

0.224
0.182
0.140
0.131
0.131
0.122
0.103
0.093
0.089
0.079
0.075
0.059
0.056
0.056
0.056
0.047
0.047
0.047
0.046
0.046
0.042
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.028
0.028
0.026
0.026
0.026
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.019

0.530
0.348
0.426
0.452
0.504
0.426
0.443
0.435
0.678
0.443
0.609
0.270
0.348
0.513
0.609
0.435
0.513
0.174
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.261
0.191
0.287
0.670
0.287
0.191
0.278
0.261
0.174
0.348
0.443
0.348
0.426
0.278
0.661
0.365
0.261
0.339

因为
自己
今天
老师
心情
开心
开始
可以
同学
所以
朋友
感觉
早上
下午
喜欢
现在
他们
妈妈
如果
天气
希望
时间
爸爸
她们
晚上
看书
努力
吃饭
学习
每天
生活
高兴
感谢
计划
阳光
兴奋
快乐
惊讶
游戏

Because
Self
Today
Teacher
Mood
Joy
Beginning
Can
Classmate
Therefore
Friend
Sensation
Morning
Afternoon
Like
Now
They
Mother
If
Weather
Hope
Time
Father
They (female)
Evening
Reading
Endeavor
Dining
Study
Every day
Life
Delightfulness
Gratitude
Plan
Sunshine
Excitement
Happiness
Astonishment
Game

0.222
0.214
0.185
0.181
0.169
0.152
0.144
0.124
0.115
0.107
0.091
0.082
0.082
0.074
0.066
0.058
0.054
0.054
0.049
0.046
0.045
0.045
0.045
0.037
0.037
0.035
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.025
0.025
0.025

0.443
0.504
0.513
0.530
0.513
0.678
0.591
0.522
0.452
0.443
0.609
0.435
0.443
0.435
0.609
0.513
0.426
0.513
0.435
0.435
0.591
0.504
0.513
0.426
0.435
0.522
0.591
0.435
0.609
0.435
0.435
0.678
0.609
0.504
0.591
0.574
0.678
0.435
0.591

3.2. Keyword extraction and polarity calculation

keywords with positive polarity scores, the words' TF-IDF weights were
much greater for high resilience group than the low-resilience group.
For example, both groups had “joy” and “friend” as keywords, but these
words were mentioned more often by high-resilience participants (TFIDF = 0.152 for “joy,” 0.091 for “friend”) than low-resilience participants (TF-IDF = 0.089 for “joy,” 0.056 for “friend”). Therefore, TF-IDF
weights provided a finer index to distinguish more subtle differences
between the two groups, which enables more precise estimation than
traditional category mapping tools.
In further analysis, low-resilience participants had an average polarity score of 0.404 (SD = 0.139) whereas the high-resilience scored
0.518 (SD = 0.080), which indicates high-resilience participants' writings were more positive; the difference was statistically significant
(t = −4.409, p < .001, Cohen's d = −0.998, 95% CI = [−0.165,
−0.062]). In addition, as illustrated in Fig. 2, high-resilience participants' diaries contained larger proportion of positive keywords (polarity
score > 0.5) than the low-resilience (62% vs. 30%), and most of lowresilience participants' keywords (70%) tended toward negativity (polarity score < 0.5).

Table 1 presents the two groups' keywords ranked by TF-IDF
weights in descending order. Notably, low-resilience participants
mentioned “teacher,” “they,” and “classmate” more frequently than
“self,” whereas for high-resilience participants “self” was used more
often as well as uniquely than others (e.g., “teacher” and “classmate”).
Moreover, the high-resilience group mentioned “self” more frequently
(M = 1.18 per person) than the low-resilience group (M = 0.75 per
person). This is possibly explained by our first hypothesis that highresilient participants' language patterns manifested more self-esteem,
given that people who have higher self-esteem are more satisfied with,
focus on, believe in, and value themselves (Donnellan, Ackerman, &
Brecheen, 2016; Rosenberg, 1989).
Besides, the high-resilience group more frequently and uniquely
mentioned reasoning-related words (e.g., “because,” “if”, “plan”) and
time-related words (e.g., “beginning,” “morning,” “afternoon”) compared with the low-resilience group. The latter verified that the keyword information extracted by TF-IDF algorithm was consistent with
that extracted by traditional category mapping based on pre-defined
dictionaries.
Table 1 also shows that the high-resilience group frequently and
exclusively used more positive words (e.g., “hope,” “endeavor,” “delightfulness,” “gratitude”), while the low-resilience group used more
negative words (e.g., “trash,” “hate,” “sadness,” “quarrel”).
Although the low- and high-resilience participants did share some

3.3. Similarity comparison
Fig. 3a shows the distances, or similarity values, between the negative affect word vector and the 82 diaries. From top to bottom, left to
right, the first 37 values (the green box) represent the low-resilience
group; the rest represent the high-resilience group (the red box). The
6
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Fig. 2. Polarity score of keywords.
Note: x-axis lists every other keyword; y-axis denotes quantified polarity scores.

Fig. 3. (a) Diaries' similarity values with the negative word vector. Note. The 37 values in the green box are the similarity values of low-resilience participants with
the negative word vector, and the 45 values in the rex box are the similarity values of high-resilience participants with the negative word vector. The red “heat map”
bar below visually shows all the similarity values: darker color means greater similarity. From left to right of this “heat map” bar, the first 37 small squares visualize
the similarity values in the green box (low-resilience group), and the remaining squares visualize the values in the red box (high-resilience group). (b) Diaries'
similarity values with the positive word vector. Note. The blue “heat map” bar shows similarity values with the positive word vector; darker color means greater
similarity. From left to right of this “heat map” bar, the first 37 little squares visualize similarities of the low-resilience group with the positive word vector. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
7
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language analysis approaches, NLP techniques identified more significant latent language patterns, which can serve as effective features
for prediction or classification by machine learning models.

high- and low-resilience participants' similarity values with the negative affect word vector were significantly different (t = 2.938, p = .004,
Cohen's d = 0.638, 95% CI = [0.053, 0.275]).
Each diary's similarity value with the negative affect word vector
was also visualized by the red heatmap below, where darker color represents greater similarity value. The left side (the first 37 little red
squares, which represent the 37 low-resilience participants' similarity
values) was darker than the right side (the remaining 45 little red
squares of the high-resilience participants' similarity values). This
suggests that low-resilience participants' diaries were semantically
closer to the negative affect word vector in the LSI space we created.
Similarly, Fig. 3b presents the similarity values between the positive
affect word vector and the diaries, which is visualized by the blue
heatmap below. The low- and high-resilience participants' language
similarities with the positive affect word vector was also statistically
significantly different (t = −2.160, p = .034, Cohen's d = −0.486,
95% CI = [−0.121, −0.005]).
This result visually illustrated our first hypothesis that high-resilience group's language patterns manifested more positive affect (as
their writings were semantically closer to the positive affect word
vector), whereas low-resilient participants' narratives were more negative.

1) Features from HowNet Dictionary: level (“HowNet_level”), proposition
(“HowNet_proposition”),
negative
emotion
(“HowNet_neg_emo”), negative judgment (“HowNet_neg_judg”),
positive emotion (“HowNet_pos_emo”), and positive judgment
(“HowNet_pos_judg”).
2) Features from NTUSD: negative (“NTUSD_neg”) and positive
(“NTUSD_pos”).
3) Features from TextMind: positive emotion (“TextMind_pos_emo”)
and time (“TextMind_time”).
4) Mathematical features: “similarity_neg” = a diary's similarity with
the negative word vector; “similarity_pos” = a diary's similarity
with the positive word vector.
Lastly, Fig. 5 presents resilience classification performance of
training five classic machine learning models with different feature
selection strategies. Compared with previous work that used text analysis to make predictions (Banea, Mihalcea, & Wiebe, 2014; Dolores
Molina-Gonzalez, Martinez-Camara, Martin-Valdivia, & Perea-Ortega,
2013; Lin, He, Everson, & Rueger, 2012; Lu, Kong, Quan, Liu, & Xu,
2010; Rushdi Saleh, Martin-Valdivia, Montejo-Raez, & Urena-Lopez,
2011), our overall prediction performance (an average of 65% accuracy) based on ten-fold cross validation (dividing the dataset into ten
parts, using nine of them to train a machine learning model and the
remaining one part to test the model's prediction performance) was not
outstanding. However, the accuracy was able to rise to 85% in probability-based ensemble model (please refer to the supplementary materials), which suggests that although machine learning prediction was
not perfectly precise, with larger and longitudinal data, it could be a
promising automatic approach for early resilience identification, particularly for populations with high psychological risks such as migrant
youth. This partly supported our second hypothesis that it is possible to
use machine-extracted language pattern features to differentiate dichotomous resilience levels with satisfactory accuracy.

3.4. Resilience level estimation
Fig. 4 shows that the “similarity_neg” feature (i.e., a diary's similarity with the negative word vector) scored the highest, which means it
was the most informative in differentiating high- and low-resilience
levels, hence it can be deemed as the most significant among all the 12
features for resilience estimation. This was consistent with our t-test
results and reflected that computer science-driven language analysis
approaches are highly applicable in text analysis and feature extraction.
In contrast, the “HowNet_level,” “HowNet_proposition,” and
“HowNet_neg_judgment” feature (i.e., weighted word counts in categories of level, proposition, and negative judgment extracted based on
the HowNet Dictionary), and “NTUSD_pos” (i.e., weighted word counts
in categories of positive extracted based on the National Taiwan
University Sentiment Dictionary) ranked the lowest, which means that
these features were weaker predictors for resilience levels in machine
learning models.
These assessments helped us decide the optimal feature selection
and supported our second hypothesis: compared with traditional

4. Discussion
Through multidisciplinary language analysis approaches, this study
analyzes Chinese migrant youth's resilience in their diary writings, a

Fig. 4. Feature importance ranking based on 4 different feature selection methods.
Note. The four colors stand for four different feature ranking measures. y-axis denotes the normalized sum feature importance score (maximum value = 4 for each
feature); higher score indicates higher importance. x-axis denotes the 12 features we generated from the HowNet Dictionary, the National Taiwan University Sentiment
Dictionary (NTUSD), the TextMind system, and similarities in the LSI space.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Classification accuracy of five different machine learning models.
Note. x-axis denotes the number of the most important features that are selected according to feature importance scores for machine learning model training; y-axis
denotes model classification accuracy. Five colors stand for five different machine learning models. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

statement, the word “self” shows higher importance score (i.e., TF-IDF
weight) than words related to other people (i.e., “teacher,” “classmate”)
in the writing of the high-resilience group in our study, which indicates
a possible association with higher self-esteem. In contrast to previous
studies that found first-person pronoun use was related to depression
among college students in the U.S. (Rude et al., 2004) and the word
“myself” was associated with more anxiety and vulnerability in Englishspeaking populations (Yarkoni, 2010), our results suggest that using the
word “self” in diaries relates to high resilience. We speculate this as
culture-specific. In Chinese, “I” is a pronoun, which is parallel to “you”,
“he / she”, whereas “self” is a noun, referring to “ego” and has the
connotation of self-awareness. Using the word “self” more than referring to others may reflect high self-esteem, independence (Hurtes &
Allen, 2001) and autonomy (Zolkoski & Bullock, 2012), which are
considered resilience traits, particularly in collectivist Chinese culture.
In line with western studies that show positive affect predicts resilience (Arewasikporn, Turner, Alschuler, Ehde, & Jensen, 2018; Carle &
Chassin, 2004), the high-resilience participants in our study also manifest more positive affect. This is mathematically demonstrated by the
closer distance between high-resilience participants' diaries and the
positive affect word vector, and the closer distance between low-resilience participants' diaries and the negative affect word vector.
Additionally, high-resilient participants are more engaged with
their social contexts, since their descriptions of daily lives emphasize
various kinds of social support, such as friendship and gratitude (indicated by keywords). One possible explanation is that people with high
resilience have good adaptive capacities that allow them to actively
participate in social or interpersonal activities, thereby perceiving more
positive information and experiences (Fergus & Zimmerman, 2005;
Swaminath & Ravi Shankar Rao, 2010), which generates more positive
affect. Research also show that warm relationships is a protective
factor; people who are more socially connected are happier and physically healthier (McLaughlin et al., 2010).
In contrast, the low-resilience participants in our study showed
more semantically negative language patterns, indicating their perception of more negative information and experiences. Interestingly,
low-resilience participants write more frequently (i.e., TF) and exclusively (i.e., IDF) about other people (e.g., “teacher,” “they,” “classmate”) than about themselves (e.g., “self”). The role of social compliance or conformity (Bottrell, 2007; Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004;
Marks, Graham, & Hansen, 1992) among this group warrants further
research.
In conclusion, as shown in Fig. 6, our findings demonstrate that

highly reflective self-narrative that contains important aspects of individual emotion, behavior, and personality (McLean, Pasupathi, &
Pals, 2007). During our data collection, the diary writing task demonstrated a feasible way to collect psychological data given its open-ended
format, paper-and-pencil administration, and self-reflective nature. And
the resilience-related language patterns hidden in the data can be more
accurately analyzed by NLP techniques. Our analysis suggests that
language patterns in Chinese migrant youth's diary writings are
strongly related to their resilience level.
The high-resilience group in this research are more strongly associated with language patterns related to positive emotions, which is
consistent with previous research that emotional regulation ability
predicts youth resilience (Mestre, Núñez-Lozano, Gómez-Molinero,
Zayas, & Guil, 2017) and that emotional strength is a significant predictor of resilience (Martínez-Martí & Ruch, 2017). Moreover, interpersonal emotional regulation clues predict formation of more social
connections and popularity (Niven, Garcia, van der Löwe, Holman, &
Mansell, 2015). This may suggest that people with more social connections are more able to display resilience, or that having more social
connections makes individuals feel like they are psychologically more
resilient.
Notably, the high-resilience group also used more time-related
words, indicated by both the mapping counts of the TextMind “time”
category and the keywords extracted by TF-IDF algorithm (e.g.,
“today,” “beginning,” “morning,” “afternoon”). One explanation is that
“time” may correlate with capabilities of orderliness, dutifulness, and
self-discipline (Yarkoni, 2010). Resilient people, who generally have
higher perceived self-efficacy and believe that their actions can help
them achieve their goals (Yu, Lam, Liu, & Stewart, 2015), are more
likely to possess these capabilities, which were then reified by the sense
of “time” in their diary writings. Previous research (Epel, Bandura, &
Zimbardo, 1999) also indicated a positive correlation between self-efficacy and time perspective, namely, perceived self-efficacy was associated with a high future orientation; we conjecture that there might
also exist an association between self-efficacy and time-related descriptions. Another explanation is that time perception (e.g. subjective
passage of time, and enhanced memory formation) may be modified by
mindfulness (Wittmann & Schmidt, 2014), which reduces vulnerability
to distress (Bishop et al., 2004).
Self-esteem, an indicator of resilience, buffers negative experience
in adversities such as anxiety (Pyszczynski, Greenberg, Solomon, Arndt,
& Schimel, 2004) through the mechanism of self-value, self-belief, and
self-focus (Donnellan et al., 2016; Rosenberg, 1989). In line with this
9
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language analysis approaches

user-deﬁned dictionary
(category mapping)

language patterns

resilience-related characteristics

positive emotion

positive emotion

machine learning features

1. TextMind_pos_emo
2. TextMind_time

time

self-eﬃcacy

+
3. HowNet_level
4. HowNet_proposition
5. HowNet_neg_emo

feature extraction
(keyword extraction &
polarity calculation)

6. HowNet_neg_judg
self

self-esteem

7. HowNet_pos_emo
8. HowNet_pos_judg
9. NTUSD_neg
10. NTUSD_pos

word co-occurrence
(similarity comparison)

LSI similarity

positive aﬀect

11. similarity_neg
12. similarity_pos

Fig. 6. Research summary.

language patterns in diary writings reflect distinct resilience-related
psychological characteristics, including positive emotion, self-efficacy,
self-esteem, and positive affect. These characteristics may influence
youth's perceived experiences and coping strategies against adversity.
Also as we hypothesized (H1), multiple language analysis approaches
can successfully extract these resilience characteristics embodied in
Chinese migrant youth's language patterns.
These patterns can further be used as machine learning features to
classify migrant youth's resilience levels, and the feature extracted by
NLP techniques, similarity_neg (the diaries' similarity with the negative
affect word vector), was the most informative in differentiating highand low-resilience among all 12 features (as we hypothesized in H2).
This result indicates that high-resilience youth present less negative
affect than low-resilience youth, and this difference significantly helps
machine learning models predict resilience levels. Therefore, by collecting youth's language data and analyzing elements relevant to positive and negative affect, automatic estimation may facilitate early
identification of low-resilience youth.
These findings contribute to the knowledge of human languagepsychology interactions in an understudied non-western population.
They also demonstrate that computer science-driven language analysis
approaches may extract hidden information in Chinese texts and evaluate psychological constructs with satisfactory accuracy after optimization. Approaches such as NLP techniques may complement traditional psychometric analyses of psychological resilience measurement
in the Chinese context. Our findings underscore resilience indicators for
Chinese migrant youth and suggest the promising prospect of applying
interdisciplinary approaches to the investigation of psychology research
questions.
Our findings also call for further investigation of resilience mechanisms among Chinese migrant youth. Future research questions may
include: how do they construct and describe their life experiences, and
how does this meaning construction relate to their psychosocial wellbeing? Does more attention on oneself enhance social functioning in
certain cultures? Given that high-resilience youth use more reasoning
words (e.g., “because,” “so,” “plan”), does reasoning help them better
understand their experiences and enable them to adapt in adversity?
Future research may also include larger representative samples of migrant youth to test our findings, use longer-term writing tasks, and
control for more variables that are relevant to resilience, such as timing

of major life transitions (e.g., separation with family members and
friends in hometown).
While our study focuses on indicators of psychological resilience,
recent literature has increasingly discussed resilience as a social ecological, context-specific concept. The meaning of resilience may vary
across cultures, and individuals' resilience over their developmental
course should be examined within the complex adaptive systems
(Masten, 2014; Ungar, 2011). Future studies may explore multidisciplinary language analysis approaches that tap into the social ecological aspects of resilience in order to guide systematic risk-resilience
identification.
One limitation of this study is that the diaries were grouped into
high- and low-resilience levels based on the resilience scores that were
either one standard deviation higher or lower, which means the two
distinct resilience-level groups were artificially determined. For instance, youth who answered neutral in most of the scale items might be
classified as low-resilience, even though their resilience scores were
quite close to the lower standard deviation (i.e. 42 points). This division
also inevitably reduced eligible sample size and sacrificed some statistical power.
While this low- and high-resilience grouping approach allows us to
detect language patterns that are divergent enough for comparison and
helps us explore the applicability of new resilience estimation methods,
more objective grouping criteria should be used in future research. For
instance, future studies may recruit a larger group of participants facing
significant challenges and another group who progress more normatively to compare relevant resilience indicators (Boden, Sanders,
Munford, & Liebenberg, 2018) .
In addition, compared with previous language analysis of social
media (e.g., Twitter, Facebook), our data from 82 diaries with an
average of 368 Chinese characters per diary entry is admittedly a small
dataset, which is only approximately 80% of the original sample that
we collected. We chose this strategy as the current study focuses on
identifying distinct language patterns and using these patterns to estimate resilience as a binary classification, and the diary entries include
rich information that may not be extracted otherwise; the writings also
record our participants' daily experiences, which may not reflect in
online messages. However, in future research, the sample size limitation can be addressed by treating resilience scores as a continuous
variable; other methods may be used to examine within-group
10
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variances and improve statistical power.
Another limitation is that the traditional language analysis approaches (i.e., user-defined dictionaries) also have limitations. For instance, category mapping tools (such as TextMind used in this study)
primarily examine word usage, rather than context in which these
words are embedded. Because written discourse operates at multiple
levels simultaneously (i.e., word, sentence, paragraph, page), the
meaning of a writing sample can be lost in simple word counts
(Pyszczynski et al., 2004).
Lastly, words in each dictionary category may encompass a number
of meanings, for example, a typical polysemous word “bank” may indicate a financial institution, a river bed, or a synonym of “rely upon.”
If “bank” is pre-included in the “finance” category, even if it appears
many times in a text describing interpersonal relationships (e.g., “I can
always bank on my friends”), a pre-defined mapping tool may still categorize it into “finance.” Therefore, the categories are simply clusters
of related words rather than detailed descriptions of their content, and
sometimes the categorization may not be accurate. Computer sciencebased language analysis tools, however, may address this limitation and
enable more accurate categorization.
Nevertheless, computer science techniques have their own limitations. For example, machine learning models may be overfitted and
present high prediction accuracy that is biased toward the datasets
where the models have been trained as opposed to performance with
new test datasets. In the present research, overall resilience level classification accuracy was based on cross validation due to the limited
amount of data, hence the model performance must be interpreted with
caution. More data need to be collected to increase model prediction
power.

Science, Technology and Innovation Commission of Shenzhen
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Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.childyouth.2019.104506.
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5. Conclusion
This study examined resilience of Chinese migrant youth from their
diary writings. We adopted innovative multidisciplinary approaches
(user-defined dictionaries, feature extraction, and word co-occurrence)
and data collection methods to examine whether youth of two resilience-level groups (high vs. low) present distinct language patterns
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related to reasoning and social support) in their language patterns,
while low-resilience participants write more about semantically negative information and refer more to other people instead of themselves.
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mapping tools, computer science-driven language analysis approaches
such as NLP techniques can identify significant latent language patterns
that are more effective in classifying resilience levels.
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